Lenny Henry
The Boy With Wings
A Virtual Event with Lenny Henry
Actor, comedian and author Lenny Henry joined us on Wednesday 20th October for his only schools’
event of the year! The event was hosted jointly by Kibworth Books and the publisher, Macmillan
Children’s Books.
A recording of this event has been shared with Red Hill Field so that pupils can take advantage of this
exciting event. Lenny introduced his brilliantly funny, action-packed middle grade adventure story
THE BOY WITH WINGS. He took questions from the audience, talked about where all of his ideas
come from, his love of comic books and chated with our event host author illustrator Nadia Shireen.
We also saw illustrator Keenon Ferrell showing just how he brings Lenny’s characters to life.
We are delighted to be able to offer an exclusive discounted rate of £10 on purchases of the
book (RRP £12.99).
About the book
Twelve-year-old Tunde is an average kid with average friends whose life is turned
upside down when in the middle of a football match he leaps for the ball and
stays in the air - on an enormous pair of wings. He discovers new found powers
and a secret past, and finds out how just how an average kid can become an
extraordinary hero.
The story is illustrated by Keenon Ferrell and includes a comic strip featuring
Tunde and his friends created by Mark Buckingham.

HOW TO PURCHASE
Books can be purchased direct from the Kibworth Books website at:
https://kibworthbooks.com/products/the-boy-with-wings

Please use the code BOYWITHWINGS10 at checkout to receive your discount.
Please also ensure you provide your child’s full name and school name in the comments box
at check out – this is to ensure we can get your order to you!
Please note that the discount code will expire on 19th November.

